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By Bruce Noll

Dos Gatos Press, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. I ve always enjoyed Bruce Noll s poems, but the sweep of Circumference of Light
comes as a revelation. I ve been used to seeing Noll transform into Walt Whitman, both in his Pure
Grass performances and often in his poetry as well, but the Whitman influence is less pronounced
here (though he makes an appearance late in the book), and the Emily Dickinson-inspired title of the
volume signals a new kind of intensity and refraction in many of the poems. The subject matter
remains very much Whitmanian, though, from naked bodies to decaying flesh, from brushing a wife
s hair to lacing a girl s skates, from the muck of ponds to worm- and insect-rich toad shit. Each
poem is a Dickinsonian stairway of surprise usually emerging from the always surprising and often
humorous commonplace, though there s room for the sublime as well, as poem after poem returns
us to the cosmos, black holes, northern lights, gravitational waves. From four-line gems to more
extended narratives, aging and death are our inevitable companions, and time and again we come
upon a...
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Very helpful to all category of individuals. It is definitely simplified but surprises inside the 50 percent of your pdf. I am very happy to inform you that this is
actually the very best pdf i have read in my very own lifestyle and may be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Chr istelle Tr eutel-- Chr istelle Tr eutel

Absolutely essential study publication. It usually fails to expense an excessive amount of. Your lifestyle period will probably be transform when you full
looking at this publication.
-- Ms. Allene Conr oy-- Ms. Allene Conr oy
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